STEEL BASE FLANGE PLATE SECURELY MOUNTED AND FASTENED TO SUBSTRATE.

ASSURE FULL SATURATION OF FLEECE & CONTACT W/ SUBSTRATE.

SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE SKIRT WRAPPED AROUND PIPE UP TO THE RAIL ANGLE W/ 2" (5cm) MIN. OVERLAP

4" MIN 10cm 

EXTEND SURFACE PREP MAX. 1/8" BEYOND LINE OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS FLASHING & COVER W/ SOPREMA ALSAN RS RESIN

OPTIONAL CANT FORMED W/ ALSAN RS PASTE OR OTHER APPROVED PATCHING MORTAR MATERIAL.

NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS AND APPROVED DETAILS.
2. POWER TOOL CLEAN ALL METAL PER SSPC-SP3 PRIOR TO THE ALSAN RS FLASHING ASSEMBLY APPLICATION.